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Islamization of Attitudes and Practices in Science and Technology Ta'In Jabir al Alwãnl



The International Institute of Islamic Thought Herndon, Virginia, U.S.A.



Islamization of Attitudes and Practices in Science and Tþchnology* Taha Jabir aI Alwanl The seminar held by the International Institute of Islamic Thought on the Islamization of Attitudes and Practices in Science and Technology was a landmark in the series of seminars on the Islamization of Knowledge. Indeed, while all the seminars held by the Institute have addressed one aspect or another of the all-important issue of the Islamization of Knowledge, this seminar was the first to approach the issue from a standpoint other than that of the social sciences. This broadening of the Institute's intellectual horizons is a significant development for, while the social sciences are perceived as the true focal point for the Islamization process, there can be no doubt about the relevance of the natural and applied sciences as fertile ground for the same process.



In fact, given the priorities of Muslim states and societies today, it is clearly essential that the attention of our thinkers be directed toward the Islamization of the academic disciplines which constitute the basis for serious scientific inquiry and the development of appropriate technology. The time has come to do away with the myth that science is essentially secular. In particular, when we consider the astounding findings in Physics concerning the influence of the observer on events, findings which force us to rethink our concepts of objectivity, we harre every reason to suppose that the Muslim scientist who approaches his work from an Islamic point of view will indeed produce solutions with an Islamic tinge. More important, however, is the



perception that there is indeed a significant role for faith in science. As yet, however, if the Algerian Symposium on Islamic Thought is any yardstick, such a notion is still without many supporærs. Indeed, before the 20th Annual Symposium, to which prominent international scholars were *This is an ediæd translation ofthe opening address delivered by the president ofthe Inærnational



Institute of Islamic Thought.
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invited to discuss a wide range of topical issues, the organizers considered and then rejected a proposal to include the Islamization of Science and Technology as a subject for debate. So, while the International Institute of Islamic Thought feels that the crisis of the Muslim ummah is essentially a crisis of thought, and is thus rooted in the social sciences, the fact remains that any attempt at a solution to the problems that beset the Ummah must include the ways and means to uplift the material needs of Muslim sociefy and its citizens. Thus, while by definition þe Islamization of Knowledge includes all the academic disciplines, it rn[st be emphasized that the nanxal and applied sciences certainly fall within the legitimate ambit of the Islamization process. It is important here to shed light on the place of science and technology in the over:all scheme of the Islamization of Knowledge advocated by the International Institute of Islamic Thought. In order to do so, however, we will need to consider whether the traditional division of knowledge into social and natural sciences is one that is related to the essence and substance of these disciplines, or whether it is merely an arbitrary and utiliarian division. In fact, the teachings of Islam would lead one to favor the latter opinion. V/ithout unnecessarily prolonging the matter, it should suffice here to say that the sources of knowledge for a Muslim are two; (l) revelation as represented by the Qur'an and Sunnah, and (2) nature, or life and the universe. In order to benefit from these sources, furthermore, the individual is in need



of (1) the means of perceiving, and (2) the faculty of reason. A second issue to be considered in this connection is that of the nature of knowledge itself; is it inborn or acquired? This question has been subjecæd to no end of debate, particularþ among the logicians andphilosophers. Thus, there are those who insist that knowledge is totally acquired, those who insist that it is totally inborn, those who insist that it is partly this and partly that, those who say that knowledge grorws within man as he grows, those who say that man is born merely with the capacity to experience and thus acquire knowledge, and so on. Today, while people talk in terms of someone's having been born the "black sheep" of the family, experts speak of society and the home environment as factors in the intellectual development of the individual. The teaching of the Qur'an on this matter is that individuals are created in the wombs of their mothers knowing nothing; and that then Allatr bestows upon them the faculties of hearing, seeing, comprehending, and reasoning. Through the utilization of these faculties, considered a part of man's Fitah or nature, and by interacting with the world around him, man may grow in knowledge and accomplishment. Indeed, the Qut'an is unsparing in its condemnation of the disbelievers
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for their misuse of the natural po\ilers of intellection granted to them by Allah. Thus, the disbelievers are compared by the Qur'an to people who have hearts



that do not see, and ears that do not listen, so that they are little better than animals. Thus, it may be seen that knowledge is an essential element in the ultimate salvation of man. Furthermore, access to the first sources of knowledge hinges on certain prerequisiæs. Time does not permit us ûo dwell on this issue, but it is certainly well-documented in the corpus of scholarþ Islamic literature. With regard to the other sources of knowledge, Imam Fakhr al Dln al RâzI states that man's attaining knowledge from life and the universe is contingent upon three (1) the existence of natural phenomena, Q)the experiencing of emotion, (3) the exercise of reason. Thus, while the human mind is not itself and a source of knowledge, it can be relied upon to acquire and store knowledge, to analyze and classiff it, and to make it available when it is needed. According to some scholars, there is another important aspect to this matter; that the human mind is a source of moral and aesthetic values. This, too, however, has been the subject of much discussion, with those who opine that these are acquired, and those who opine that they are inborn, and so on. The Fitrah spoken of in the Qur'an, however, includes the ability of the individual to instinctively recognize the Oneness of Allah and that He alone is worthy of worship, and to appreciate truth and higher moral values for their own sake. Indeed, the Qur'an calls upon man to use this faculty in order to discriminate between what is wrong and right, true and false,. moral and immoral. Thus, the human mind is both a source and a means of knowledge. V/e may now move on to consider another philosophical question; what is the difference between science and knowledge? Like the other issues, this too has been the subject of much learned consideration. One answer that stands out is that science is that which represents the fruition of knowledge, something logically or empirically demonstrable; whereas knowledge is



things:



something that is acquired but not necessarily capable of being proved. Indeed,



this difference is hinted at in the Qur'anic verse that says you shall not claim 'Ilm, which we will interpret to mean science, about things you cannot fully understand. This is because Allah will questiìon you about how you used your faculties of seeing, hearing, and comprehension.r Thus, if something is to be accepted as science, it must be established by means of proof, it must have a source, and the method or methods used to reach it must be valid. Indeed, the same is true with regard to the sciences of the Shari'ah. In order for anything to be valid it must have its basis in either the Qur'an or Sunnah, or in the ljmh' or Qiyas þoth of which are based essentially tSee



Qurbn,



17:36.
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on the Qur'an and Sunnah). Moreover, all such details in the Shari'ah-sciences must have been obtained by valid methods. It is not sufficient for one merely to suppose that the Shari'ah dictates a certain thing, in a certain way, and only under certain conditions. Now, to return to our discussion of what we mean by the Islamization of Knowledge, it should first be clear that the sources of knowledge should be Islamic sources, ie. revelation as represented by the Qur'an and Sunnah, and nature as manifested in the natural universe. Secondly, the methods used for obtaining knowledge must be Islamic methods, so that the God-given



faculties of reason and the rest are used alongside the Fiyah-pwerc of discretion. Finally, the results obtained by this formula must be consistent with the following criteria:



A. B. C. D.



Human nature The natural laws of the universe Islamic teachings: principles and injunctions Islamic values: both moral and aesthetic



Indeed, the Islamization of Knowledge is something that we feel to be it. Indeed, like Jihad, unless someone undertakes it, the entire Ummah will be held responsible for neglþnce in the fulfillment of their duties. Perhaps this will appear to some readers as representative of a certain recalcitrance or inflexibility on the part of the Institr¡æ. Yet, in our estimation, it is the lack of a truly Islamic approach to the academic disciplines that is at the core of the crisis confronting the Ummah today. While it is true that the majority of the Ummah is uneducated, and that basic literacy is a problem in its own right, the problem is compounded the duty of everyone capable of contributing to



when we see that those who do manage to acquire for themselves an education, acquire with it the biases and attitudes that come part and parcel with the



curricula and syllabi that frame that education. Thus, while the majority of the Ummah is simply ignorant, the majority of the UmmaHs educated lacks an Islamic identity or sense of Islamic individuality. And this is the result of an education bereft of even the least significant Islamic inputs. A 'Western observer, commenting on the state of education in Tirrkey during years the last of the Uthmanl Khilafah, wrote, "If the dead-point of a society is reached when the educational forces are no longer effective to influence or direct its development, it must be admitted that the dead-point was long since passed in Islamic society."2



p.



,Gibb, H.A.R. and Bowen, Harold, Islamic Society and the West, Yol. One, Part II, 159-6O Oxford University Press, UK, 1957.
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Thus, in order to revitalize the Ummah, it is essential that is educational processes be revamped to reflect its own identity rather than the þthagorean



world view of the a¿ailable \ryesþrn models.



Toward this end, we believe that the following guidelines may prove to



be beneficial:



A. B.



Whatever knowledge can be proven to be scientific fact may legitimately be accepted as Islamic.



All



knowledge must be fixed in the overall framework of



the Islamic scheme of things with regard to life in the universe. In other words, the Muslim should never be allowed to lose



his perspective. Indeed, the Qur'an is severe in its condemnation of the disbelievers over their inability to understand natural phenomena within the larger context



C.



of



Allah's world-order. Anything found contrary to the universal principles of Islam must be rejected. This is where the efforts of Muslim social scientists will contribute to those of Muslim scientists and technologists in the esAblishment of an inægral Islamic society



by means of which man may fulfill his mission on earth. Of a cerainty, when Allah is the Creator and Author of both the universe and the universal religion, no article of religion will ever be found confiadictory to the laws of the universe, The implications of this simple truth on the entire scope of academic and intellectual activities are legion. Indeed, we ate charged with putting to use the social and material imperatives governing life in the universe for the purpose of doing the will of Allah. But, unless the Ummah is infused with the spirit and dynamism of Islam, it will never realizn its goals. Thus, the burden to be shouldered by the Muslim scientist is indeed a ponderous one; as it is his or her task to acquire knowledge, to interact with it, and then to put it in a proper Islamic perspective so that it may be imparæd thereafter from an Islamic point of view to younger, and increasingly more Islamically oriented minds.



In this context, then, the significance of the Hadith of the Prophet of Islam, (S.AAS): "The ink of the scholar is as precious to Allah as the blood of the martyrs." becomes all the more obvious.
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Moreover, the reward Allah has p.romised thern



will be great:



'''



For they will be ín the companJ,of those on whom is the grace of Allah, of thelrrophets, of thesincere, of thp m4rt!¡rs, and of the ríghteous; and



how fine is their fellonnshipls May Allatr grant that we should be counted amor.rg them!



tSee



Qut'an, 4:69
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